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Details of Visit:

Author: mks963
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: 27/01/2003 15.00
Duration of Visit: 60 mins
Amount Paid: 130
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Hayley
Website: http://www.selectanescort.com/profile/independent/Hayley.html
Phone: 07926469265
Notes: Formerly known as Lacey

The Premises:

Fine, as per previous reports - not luxurious but it is clean & more than adequate. On street parking
with side roads if you want something more discreet.

NOTE: For those who look up Hayley's previous reports for Maidenhead there is a new 'phone
number and location.
The price is for 2 x 30 mins sessions - present discounted by ?15 (free massage) for each session
from ?80 for the VIP. I don't know how long this will last.

The Lady:

As previously described in FR's for various locations inc. Maidenhead and Giggles in As previously
described in FR's for various locations inc. Maidenhead and Giggles in Ilford which also has
pictures ? she is still working there on Saturdays.

Blonde and extremely buxom ? 38/40 GG or HH. Late 20?s medium height. Wonderful personality ?
makes you feel welcome and special. Following a baby last year she has a little extra around the
waist which is receiving attention at the gym.

The Story:

Saw the message on PNMB that Hayley was returning to Maidenhead and immediately changed
my plans for the day. Welcomed with a big hug and a kiss ? it is over a year since I last saw her and
we had a lot of catching up to do.

Note: She does not yet have a regular day at Maidenhead and is also covering at the Retreat in
Slough (01753 536913). Week comm. 3rd Feb she is at Maidenhead on Monday and Thursday and
one day in Slough. Best to check for exact details.

During an hour session I prefer the massage after the first orgasm so it was into reciprocal
undressing, mutual fondling and cuddling. Onto the bed for some breast to body massage and
superb breast relief (what else!!). Finished side by side ? sucking and licking the ?magnificent
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ones? whilst we performed mutual masturbation. Stuffed my cock right between the bouncing orbs
and exploded all the pent up desires of the past year ? WONDERFULL.

She then cleaned us both and went onto the massage whilst I laid there exhausted and TOTALLY
content. Lots of chat and discussion about her exploits over the past 18 months and it was soon
time for part two. I don?t know why but we missed out on many of the usual aspects of our previous
times together (oral at which she is excellent and reverse massage) ? but there is always next week
and the week after?.. Finished with a long session of doggie for the second cumming. More
cuddling and stroking before it was time to go.

If you are into big big breasts and superb personality then don?t miss out on Hayley
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